
BAD BILLS AND THEIR PRIME SPONSORS 2022
Click on bill numbers to read the text of the bill and to see who else is co-sponsoring.

JOSH YOKELA (R-FREEMONT)

HB1136  would require planning boards to list the types of studies required to render a decision. 
HB1098 would prohibit zoning regulations requiring more than one parking space per occupied 
dwelling. 
HB1087 would limit a town’s authority when it comes to lot size.

Yokela is quoted in this article:
https://www.nhbr.com/from-tenant-rights-to-workforce-housing-nh-lawmakers-face-a-slew-of-real-
estate-construction-legislation/

“New Hampshire has a housing crisis and one of the barriers to increased housing development is the 
onerous zoning rules towns impose,” he told NH Business Review in an email. “New Hampshire likes 
to allow each town to have the freedom to govern itself as much as possible, but some of the uses of the
zoning powers of towns are ways for something I call ‘homeowner cronyism’.”

Rep Yokela has it backward. The residents, especially the single-family homeowners, are the ones 
who should have the say in how their towns develop, NOT the state, and especially not on behalf 
of predatory developers whose  projects then SHIFT THE TAX BURDEN onto said homeowners.
The cronyism is the favoring of these developers with these bills. And there is no housing ‘crisis’, 
just a plethora of jobs, which is more desirable. It is the duty of the businesses themselves to 
create incentives for hiring more workers, not the duty of the state to subsidize them! What 
Yokela is doing is the same as what Obama tried to do and what Biden is now doing… attacking 
single family zoning and the use of cars. (New Urbanism)

MICHAEL VOSE (R-EPPING)

HB1238 relative to zoning powers and the supply of workforce housing.

Another bill dictating prohibitive housing rules to towns.

JEB BRADLEY (R-WOLFBORO)

Another bill that would impose housing mandates on local boards and give more tax breaks to 
developers of rental buildings on the backs of the homeowners.

SB400 relative to training and procedures for zoning and planning boards and relative to financial 
investments and incentives for affordable housing development. 

“Senate Bill 400, which has more than half the Senate as sponsors, that mirrors major housing 
legislation that narrowly failed last year: Among other things, it enhances zoning and planning board 
training, expands tax increment financing to construct workforce housing, extends community 
revitalization tax relief for such housing and establishes voluntary housing champion certificate 
programs, which would give communities preferential access to state infrastructure funds.”
The article has it wrong. This bill is not sponsored  by over ‘half the Senate’ but by many Reps, 
some of whom are “proud graduates of the Carsey Institute” and perhaps 10 of the 24 Senators, 
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mostly Democrats. The bill "...enhances zoning and planning board training " --- forcing them to 
accept high density housing and more ‘new urbanism’ features where they are NOT WANTED. A
similar bill was soundly defeated last year. Tax incentives for a select group of businesses 
eventually then shift the burden onto the homeowners.

IVY VANN – (D-PETERBOROUGH)

HB1177 relative to permissible residential units in a residential zone
This bill requires that local legislative bodies permit by right certain single-family lots in residential 
districts to be used for up to 4 residential units.

Rep. Vann tried this same bill last year and it failed. It needs to fail again. If you live in a single-
family neighborhood, do you really want homes next door to be chopped up into 4 units?

REBECCA KWOKA (D-PORTSMOUTH)

SB329 establishing a commission to study barriers to housing development in New Hampshire, 
including workforce and middle-income housing

The barriers are people who do not want more low-income housing as it typically brings in 
higher taxes, and more crime.

SB437  relative to the additional municipal fee for transportation improvements

Sounds like this is in preparation to tax people more to pay for commuter rail projects? 

JOHN GRAHAM (R-BEDFORD)

HB2022 relative to the 10-year transportation plan

The desire to adopt the Capitol Corridor commuter rail project is coming from inside NH and 
not outside. The MBTA doesn’t even want any part of it. If anything in this bill suggests we need 
this, it needs to fail.

We oppose all of the above bills because:

1 – It is not in the states’s purview/constitution to fund, manage or mandate housing types.
2 - The state is favoring developers over homeowners by overriding the vote of the townspeople 
(HAB).
3 – The state is awarding tax free status to developers which shifts the tax burden to the 
homeowners.
4 – No other businesses are being so heavily subsidized to attract workers. It is up to the 
businesses themselves, in the free market, to attract their own workers!
5 – Commuter rail would mean several new taxes, is unsustainable, and won’t be used by enough 
people to justify the huge burden that would be on the backs of NH residents forever.
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TAKE ACTION

Please read this paper on housing linked below and support HB 1216 and the repeal of the HAB.

HOUSING INFORMATION FILE [10-09-2021]

Please read 2 papers on commuter rail linked below and support HB 1432 to stop plans to fund 
the extension of the MBTA to NH.

COMMUTER RAIL INFORMATION FILE [9-30-2021]

ECOLOGICAL IMPACT OF RAIL [9-30-2021]

Other articles:

Mass doesn’t even want it:
http://bedfordresidents.com/bra/2022/01/19/commuter-rail-insidiousness/

HB 1432:
https://nhjournal.com/nh-house-to-debate-bill-protecting-nh-taxpayers-from-subsidizing-new-
rail-projects/

NOTE:

Interestingly, the article mentions that The Association of General Contractors of NH is strongly 
opposed to  the following bill sponsored by Max Abramson that would give fair wages to workers on 
state-funded public works projects. Of course! When the state is subsidizing your company by stealing 
from the taxpayers to attract workers on your business’s behalf, why bother to pay a fair wage?

HB1538 requiring prevailing wages on state-funded public works projects. 
Sponsors: (Prime) Max Abramson
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